Chamilo LMS - Bug #8103

Advance settings doesn't work in forums inside a lp

23/02/2016 16:26 - José Loguercio

Status: Bug resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: José Loguercio
Category: Learning paths / Lecciones
Target version: 1.10.4
Complexity: Normal

Start date: 23/02/2016
Due date: 
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour
SCRUM pts - complexity: ?

Description
If you add a forum in a LP, when you trying to add a new thread / post or edit it, if you click in advance settings buttons, it doesn't display the advance settings.

Associated revisions
Revision 9694d70b - 24/02/2016 20:40 - José Loguercio
Advance settings doesn't work in forums inside a lp - Refs #8103

Revision 383576cd - 24/02/2016 20:41 - José Loguercio
Merge pull request #1025 from jloguercio/8103
Advance settings doesn't work in forums inside a lp - Refs #8103

Revision 69e8796b - 24/02/2016 20:45 - José Loguercio
Advance settings doesn't work in forums inside a lp - Refs #8103

Revision b8e68524 - 24/02/2016 20:46 - José Loguercio
Merge pull request #1030 from jloguercio/master
Advance settings doesn't work in forums inside a lp (master) - Refs #8103

History
#1 - 23/02/2016 16:28 - José Loguercio
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee changed from José Loguercio to Yannick Warnier
- % Done changed from 0 to 90

PR to solve this: https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1025

#2 - 04/03/2016 21:18 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to José Loguercio
- % Done changed from 90 to 100

Tested and approved